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preface.
Gy^^^'

At a meeting of the " Bromsgrove Naturalists' Field

Club" in July, i8So, on the occasion of the members

visiting the remains of Dodford Priory, a few flint

arrow heads were placed on view by Mr. John Moore,

of Tutnall. No particulars were at the time forth-

coming, and the interesting character of the flints led

me to make further enquiries, and to visit the locality

where they were found. The result I have been

induced to place on record in the following pages.

I have to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr.

Moore for his kindness in placing at my disposal

a selection from his collection for the purpose of

illustrating my remarks, and for his courtesy in

rendering me such assistance as lay in his power.

In Worcestershire, so far as I am aware, but few

pre-historic remains of this class have been found,

and it is on this account that I have been tempted

to describe and illustrate those under notice. A few

stone and bronze weapons have been discovered in

the county, and the late Mr. Jabez AlUes, in his

"Antiquities and Folk-lore of Worcestershire," gives

particulars and illustrations of some of them. A
whetstone, drilled for suspension, which has been

much used, was found by Mr. Aldridge, at Longdon in

this county, in 1868, and it is now in the Blakemore

Collection at Salisbury.

The illustrations have been most carefully drawn

from the originals by Messrs. Watson, of Great

Charles Street, Birmingham.

Bromsgrove, 1886.
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at tlutnall, near JiSromegrove.

/^
I iltri^ll— about two miles from Bromsgrove, on the

^^^v Alcester Road—is in the Parish of Tardebigge, in the

Upper Halfshire hundred of the County of Worcester,

and with Cobley forms the hamlet known as " Tutnall and

Cobley." Place names with the prefix Tot, Toot, or Tut, are very

numerous in England, and take various forms, as 7l'/-hill, Toot-\i\}\^

Too^-ing, Tof-\ey, Tot-on, 7l'//-enhill, To/f-enham, 2^//-ington, 7^/-nes,

7?^/-bury, Tef-hmy, Szc, &c. In the derivation of these names

some writers connect them with the Celtic god Thaith, some with the

Egyptian Thoth, and others with the Teutonic Tiw, the god of war, from

whom comes our Tuesday. The bulk of these places are of considerable

elevation, compared with the surrounding parts, and as the Anglo-Saxon

Totian means to lift up, to elevate, and the old German Tuttell signifies

a summit, a point, it is therefore probable that Tot or Tut, being the

radical of the verb, means an eminence, of which the various suffixes are

merely variations. Nash states that Tardebig (called Terdeberie in

Domesday Book) signifies the Big Tower, " but it seems more probable

that it owes its derivation to a Tor, Tar, or Fire Tower, which may

probably have stood either on the site of the present church, or on Tutnall

Mount."* Tutnall and Cobley at one time became a detached part of

* Allies' "Antiquities and Folk Lore of Worcestershire."
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Warwickshire ; they belonged to Worcestershire when Domesday Book

was compiled, and were re-attached to Worcestershire by the Reform

Bill.

The lands upon which these flints have been found are known as

"Nine Lands," "Orgates," "Long Close," and "Low Field." A low

is a small hill, or eminence, and in the Lansdowne MS. a lo7v is " a small

round hill, a heap of earth or stones ; hence the barrows, or congregated

hillocks, which remain as sepulchres of the dead, are called loughs."

The Anglo-Saxon word is more usually applied to artificial hills, as

tumuli, than to natural mounds. The names of many places ending in

low are thus derived, as Ludlow—" the people's hill "—which Mr. Taylor

gives as an instance of the moot-hill of antiquity. It is probable that

tumuli once occupied the site where these flints were found, but all

traces of earthworks, if there were any, have disappeared. These fields

occupy a very elevated position, and bear out the supposition that Tutnall

means "an eminence." From the summit of "Low Field" may be

seen the Clee, Abberley, and Malvern Hills, Woodbury, and the Wrekin.

Another field is called " Pelt Iron," probably because a smitliy once

stood in the field. The soil is of a light and loamy character, with some

gravel, and as no flint in its natural state is found near here, it is obvious

that the arrow heads, &c., must have been made elsewhere, or that the

material to make them must have been brought some distance.

No branch of Archaeology is more interesting and instructive than that

pertaining to the Pre-historic period, which includes the Stone Age, to

which the weapons and implements now under notice belong. During

the last few years great strides have been made in this study, and many

new and important discoveries have added considerably to our know-

ledge of the subject. These weapons and implements are associated

with man in his early and barbarous state, when he was little better than

the wild beasts among which he dwelt, and when his main desire was to

supply himself daily with food. It is only by a reference to what is left

to us of his works that we are able to gather information of his habits

and mode of living, and even this evidence, although perfectly clear and

conclusive on many important points, is equally uncertain and disappoint-

ing on others. Such evidence as is forthcoming leads us to the con-

clusion that primitive man was a savage of the lowest type, dwelling in

caves and rock apertures, feeding on wild fruits and raw flesh—cracking
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the bones and obtaining the marrow. His life was a continual warfare

against his fellow man and animals contemporary, and his weapons were

of the rudest kind.

But man being naturally of a progressive character, it follows that we
find him slowly emerging from this barbarous and primitive state, and

becoming a nomadic huntsman and fisherman. "Unacquainted with

every art but the imperfect one of fabricating, in a rude manner, arms

and implements for the chase, dependent on chance alone, and the

seasons, for the means of satisfying his wants. Living in a wild and

unculti\ated state, when his means of sustenance were too few, and too

precarious, man became a hunter from necessity, nomadic in his habits,

and obliged to dispute his hfe with men, who like himself, were scarcely

less savage than the beasts of the forest."* As a hunter he was wild, his

food was the flesh of wild birds, animals, and fruits, and his covering was

the skins of the animals he killed. He was bound to follow the track of

his prey, consequently his stay in one place was of short duration, and

his ingenuity was mainly directed to the fabrication of weapons to aid

him in procuring his food. " His intellect was dormant, but once

awakened his progress was onward and upward." We can readily imagine

that he would at length become impressed with the advantages which

would accrue to him from taming and domesticating animals. He
would also learn how to increase their numbers to his profit, and so

become a herdsman or shepherd. He would not lose his nomadic

character, but would take his flocks or herds to the most inviting and

secure places, and where there was ample water supply.

As man gradually emerged into a state of civilization, so a family

increased to a clan, and a clan ultimately formed a tribe ; their flocks

and herds were their common property, having no individual owner.

This—the Pastoral phase—is clearly depicted in the Scriptural account of

Abraham and Lot. "Abraham was rich in cattle," "and Lot also which

went with Abraham had flocks, and herds, and tents." Abraham derived

his origin from the Chaldeans, who were essentially a pastoral

people. Thus Wordsworth says :

—

Chaldean shepherds, ranging trackless fields

Beneath the concave of unclouded skies,

Spread like a sea.

* Westropp's " Prehistoric Phases,"
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Man, tiring of this wandering life, so full of unrest, gradually became

stationary, and learned to devote himself to agricultural pursuits. He
erects a rude shelter for his family and cattle, stores up provision for

them, burns a tract of forest land, and sows corn, and so becomes an

agriculturalist. " The moveable tent gives place to a permanently fixed

dwelling ; the tilled corn fields yield a richer harvest the more they are

cultivated ; the forests surrounding his home give him fuel and building

materials ; the fields provide him with grass and winter fodder for his

cattle ; and even the waters yield him tribute. The owner cultivates and

guards his territory, he has devoted all his care and labour to it, it is his

own, he will and ought to possess it for himself and for his descendants.

Other agriculturalists settle in his neighbourhood ; each builds his own

dwelling house, tills his own ground, and appropriates to himself the

territory which he requires ; territories are laid out, land marks between

properties are set up ; the right of possession becomes more defined, and

comprises also the landed territory. The patriarchal life ceases, every

landowner becomes a man for himself"*

The flint and stone age may be divided into three distinct periods,

corresponding with the phases of civilization in man :

—

1. The rough flint implements of the gravel drift and of the cave period,

evidently used by man in his most barbarous state, when he shared

possession of Europe with the mammoth, the cave bear, the woolly-

haired rhinoceros, and other animals. This is known as the

barbarous or Paloeolithic period.

2. The flint flakes and flints chipped into shape found on the surface in

England and other countries, and which belonged to a people

who lived by the chase, and were contemporary with the red deer,

wild boar, and wild ox. This is known as the Hunting or

Mesolithic period. To this period may be assigned, I think, the

flints illustrated in Plates I. and H.

3. Ground and poHshed stone implements of a superior and frequently

of a highly finished character, which indicate a more advanded

stage, and are found associated with traces of a pastoral people,

amongst whom, however, we find no trace of any metal, except

gold. The sheep, ox, and goat were contemporary animals. This

period is called the Pastoral or Neolithic age.

* Nilsson's "Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia."
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Pre-historic archaelogy includes two other periods, known as " The
Bronze Age," and " The Iron Age." In the former age bronze was used

for arms and for cutting instruments of all kinds. In the latter iron

superseded bronze for arms, knives, axes, &c., although bronze was

continually used for many purposes, as indeed was stone during both

periods to some extent. This being the case the difficulty of assigning

flint implements to some particular period is rendered more complex, but

stone being the material from which primitive man's weapons were made,

and no bronze or iron being found with or near them, seems strong

negative evidence that they belong to the Stone Age. Bones and teeth of

animals which were contemporary are frequently found in the same

neighbourhood. So far as I have been able to ascertain neither iron,

bronze, bones, antlers, or teeth belonging to a remote period have been

discovered by Mr. Moore.

Great care and considerable judgment appears to have been brought to

bear in the selection of the most suitable kinds of stone for the purposes

required. Flint appears to have been the stone most largely used in

Europe. Savages value it now on account of its hardness and its easy

mode of fracture, which is such that practice will enable a man to chip it

into any shape that may be required.

The process of manufacture of these flints by the Indians is sufficiently

interesting to be briefly described, as it explains to us the probable mode

by which the flints under notice were shaped. A large piece of flint

having been broken up, a piece suitable for the purpose required is

selected. The master-workman, seated on the ground, lays one of these

flakes on the palm of his left hand, holding it firmly down with two or

more fingers of the same hand, and holding the chisel (or punch) between

the thumb and fore-fingers of his right hand, he places it on the point

that is to be broken off"; a co-operator (or striker), sitting in front of him,

with a mallet of very hard wood strikes the chisel (or punch) on the

upper end, flaking the flint off on the under side, below each projecting

point that is struck. The flint is then turned and chipped in the same

manner from the opposite side, and so turned and chipped until the

required shape and dimensions are obtained, all the fractures being made

on the palm of the hand.

In selecting a flake for the arrow-head, a sure judgment must be used,

or the attempt will fail; a flake with two opposite parallels, or nearly
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parallel planes, is found, and of the thickness required for the centre of

the arrow point. The first chipping reaches near to the centre of these

planes, but without quite breaking it away, until the shape and the edge

of the arrow-head are formed.

This operation is very curious, both the holder and striker singing, and

the strokes of the mallet given exactly in time with the music, and with a

sharp rehoujiding blow, in which the Indians tell us, is the great

medicine (or mystery) of the operation.

Amongst the implements of the Stone Age were arrow heads, spear

heads, scrapers, knives,* saws, hammers, axes, and other tools and

weapons. Of the specimens under notice, attention is chiefly attracted

to the arrow heads. These are divided into five classes :

—

1. The Triangular, or the simplest form of arrow-head; it frequently has

an indentation on either side, in order to receive the gut, with

which it was fastened to the shaft. Westropp says this variety is

in use in the present day among the American Indians.—(See

Nos. 9, ID, II, and 12.)

2. The indented, because it is hollowed out considerably at the base.

3. The stemmed has a fang at the base which fastened into the shaft, and

from which

4. The barbed arrow seems to have developed. This has three fangs at

the base.—(See Nos. 4, 6, and 7.)

5. The leaf-shaped arrow-head is frequently chipped with great care.

(No. 15.) It is much more simple in shape than the preceding,

but it is usually placed at the end of the series, because it leads

up to, and develops into, the spear head, which is only a larger

and longer development of this form of arrow-head.

PLATE I.

No. I.—Wherever flint flakes were made, the cores or nuclei, from which

they were struck, are sure to be present, and it is probable that

the flint illustrated as No. i was that from which others had

been chipped, or it may, from its peculiar pointed shape, have

formed a kind of punch or awl.

* The use of stone knives by the Jews in the rite of Circumcision has many times been

referred to. —(See Exodus iv. 25, Joshua v. 2, Joshua xxiv. 30.)
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No. 2.—This is a most carefully worked flint, and appears to have been

used as a scraper. The opposite side is perfectly smooth.

Scrapers are flint flakes of a more or less semi-lunar form, left

broad at the straight side, and with the curved edge blunted by

a series of purposely administered blows, in order to give a

scraping rather than a cutting edge to the implement (see No. 2).

They vary from one to four inches in length, and from half-an-

inch to two inches in breadth. One purpose for which they

were probably used was to scrape off the hair in dressing skins.

No. 3.—This appears to be a rude form of arrow or lance head, and is

perfectly smooth on the under side.

No. 4.—This is an arrow head of the barbed class, but somewhat rough

in finish.

No. 5.—Is a flint flake of a different shape and character to the others,

and of doubtful purpose.

No. 6.—This, when perfect, was a fine barbed arrow head with a

beautifully serrated edge, giving the weapon a sharp cutting

character. The flint is also darker than many of the other

specimens.

No. 7.—Another barbed arrow head having one barb only remaining.

The edges are very sharp but not ground or polished.

No. 8.—This flake was found at the entrance to a rabbit hole, by

Mr. Moore, in the railway embankment near to Barnt Green
Station.

PLATE II.

Nos. 9, 10, II, and 12.—May be classed as leaf-shaped arrow heads or

flint flakes.

No. 13.—Is a very fine chipped flint of a good colour and almost

transparent.

No. 14.—A long and sharp pointed flint flake.

No. 15.—Is probably a leaf-shaped arrow head of good colour, bearing

evidence round the edges of the amount of labour sometimes

bestowed in order to bring the stone to the required shape.

No. 16 and 17.—Are flint flakes of doubtful use.

No. 18.—A very sharp pointed flake, probably intended as a lance head.

No. 19 to 24.—Are flint flakes or cores,
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In making a selection from the flints in the collection of Mr. Moore,

care was taken to illustrate such as would best represent the whole,

although all the best specimens are included. Some of the flakes are no

doubt unfinished, having been rendered useless, either by some mis-

directed blow, from some flaw in the flint, or subsequent injury ; others

may be the pieces which have been chipped off during the operation of

making the weapon, or the remains of the core or nucleus from which

the flakes had been struck. None of the specimens found on the farm

are ground or polished, but simply chipped into the shape required.

Nos. I, 2, 3, and 6 were found in the field known as "Nine Lands,"

No. 4 on " Orgates," and the remainder on Low Hill and Long Close.

The fields are all near to each other. The fashioning of these flints bear

unmistakeable evidence of man's skill and ingenuity, and although the

object for which each of the specimens was made is not clear, there can

be no doubt whatever as to the uses of some of them, especially of

Nos. 4, 6, and 7. These specimens of the barbed arrow are all imperfect,

having been broken, in all probability, by the process of land cultivation

;

the more delicate parts, such as the points and fangs, having suffered

considerably.

These weapons belonged to a people who lived by the chase, and when

the great forests were tenanted by the red deer, the wild boar, and the

wild ox. Within comparatively recent times Tutnall was within the

borders of the great Forest of Feckenham, which occupied a vast area,

and with the forests of Ombersley, Horewell, and Malvern almost entirely

covered the county.

Mr. Edward Bearcroft has antlers of the red deer found near Mere

Hall, and tusks of the wild boar are occasionally found near Hanbury.

The legend of the Wild Boar and the Jovial Hunter is still connected

with the district, and Bromsgrove is popularly supposed, although

erronously, to have been called Boar's Grove, while Burcot is believed to

have been known as Boar's Cot. We have other traces of the Wild

Boar in the names and traditions of the district.

That these savages killed the wild boar and other wild animals and

birds with the class of stone weapons we have under consideration, there

can be little doubt.(*) We may form some idea of the skill and

* Among the early Chaldeans, Nergal was the God of War and the chase, and Mr.

Rawlinson tells us that the wild boar was eaten by the primitive people of that conntry.
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dexterity acquired in the use of similar weapons by savages, from the

following extracts taken from Sir John Lubbock's " Pre-historic Times."

The North American Indian will send an arrow right through a horse or

buffalo. The African savage will kill the elephant, and the Chinook

fears not to attack even the whale. In his description of the Hottentots,

Kolben says that their dexterity in throwing the hassagaye and rackum-

stick, strikes every witness with the highest admiration. If a Hottentot,

in the chase of a hare, deer, or wild goat, comes within but thirty or

forty yards of the animal, away flies the rackum-stick, and down falls

the creature, generally pierced quite through the body. The Brazilian

Indians kill turtles with bows and arrows, but if they aimed dead at the

animal, the arrow would glance off the smooth hard shell, therefore they

shoot into the air ; so that the arrow falls nearly vertically on the shell,

which it is thus enabled to penetrate. These weapons must have been

true, and probably each particular flint was designed for some specific

purpose.

Much curious and interesting folk lore is connected with flint arrow

heads, which were regarded as " elf-darts," whilst stone hatchets were

believed to be thunderbolts. Allan Ramsey, in his poems, published in

1721, explains "elf-shot" as " Bewitch'd, shot by fairies." Country

people tell odd tales of this distemper amongst cows. When elf-shot,

the cow falls down suddenly dead ; no part of the skin is pierced, but

often a little triangular flat stone is found near the beast, as they report,

which is called the elf's arrow."*

PLATE in.

No. 25.—This is an oval pebble, four inches and one-eighth in length and

two inches and eleven-sixteenths wide, its thickness in the

centre being about an inch. It is a quartzite, and other stones

of a similar character may be found in the pebble beds of the

district. Through the centre a hole has been drilled, and a

careful inspection leads to the belief that the stone was drilled

from both sides and made to meet in the centre. This stone

was accidentally broken across the middle since it was found

on the farm about thirty years since. Its use may be open to

* Stevens' " Flint Chips."
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some conjecture, and as to whether it may be correctly assio-ned

to the Stone Age seems also to be doubtful. From the evidence

afforded by the stone itself, I am disposed to think that it was

used as a hammer, and that the stone was fractured at the

one end whilst being used for such purpose. The perfect end,

by its indentations, certainly bears out the opinion that the

stone served as a hammer. The presence of a hole in the

centre, which might have received a wooden shaft, seems also

to favour the opinion. Sir John Lubbock, however, alludes

to "the oval tool-stone, or 'Tilhuggersteens' of the northern

antiquaries," and describes them as being " oval or egg-shaped

stones, more or less indented on one or both surfaces. Their

use is not at present thoroughly understood. Some antiquaries

suppose that they were held between the finger and thumb, and

used as hammers or clippers. If, hov»-ever, a large series is

obtained, it will be found that the depression varies greatly in

depth, and that sometimes (as in the case under notice) the

hole is completely perforated, which favours the view of those

who regard these implements as ring stones for nets, or small

hammer heads." He also adds that " it is very doubtful

whether these implements really belong to the Stone Age."

The supposition that stones of this kind might have been used

as ring stones for nets, does not in this instance seem probable.

The labour and time required to drill the hole througli the

centre must have been considerable, with the primitive imple-

ments then in use, and when we read that a man could only—

by working hard—perfect one arrow head in a day, it will give

us some idea of the patience required in the boring of these

holes. Nor does it occur to me as being necessary that in

order to sink a net a holed stone would be required, many

other naturally shaped stones being equally efficacious for such

a purpose. I have a stone in which the longer axis is encircled

by a groove, which was evidently intended as a sink stone for

nets. The situation in which the stone was found—roughly

speaking, the centre of England—seems also to furnish negative

evidence to such a supposition, there being no considerable

quantity of water, and therefore these primitive people would
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have little opportunity of displaying their ingenuity as fisher-

men. Summing up these arguments, it is concluded that,

although holed stones found on the sites of ancient lake

dwellings may have been used as sink stones for nets, the

specimen under notice was probably used as a hammer. It will

also be observed that the quotation from Sir John Lubbock is

by no means definite, since he states that this class of stones

may be used either as ring stones for nets or small hanwier

heads.

Many of the axes and hammers of the Stone Age were not drilled,

some being grooved slightly to fit between the fingers, and others left

rough. Many of those which are drilled are beautifully finished, being

ground at the edge, and frequently polished ; but when such is the case

they belong to a later period than that to which the flints we have

noticed are assigned.

We have no certain knowledge of the means used to make the holes

in these stones, but the mode believed to have been adopted was by

rotary friction, as in rubbing between the hands or drilling, with the

aid of sand and water. Stevens says :
" The pre-historic tool-maker

commenced boring from the two opposite faces of the implement, and if

he succeeded in making the holes meet exactly opposite to each other,

he would polish and work them into a fairly cylindrical opening ; if

he was unsuccessful the stone was thrown away, or a second hole

commenced." This seems to bear out the opinion already expressed that

the hole was drilled from both sides. Nilsson, in his "Stone Age of

Scandinavia," referring to the process of drilling in pre-historic times,

says : "Though we have only been able to guess hitherto how the savage

bored the shaft-hole in his axes, yet we seem near the truth, as we are even

able to call experience to our help. During a visit to Oro pilot station,

on the coast in the province of Ostro-Gotha, I saw a fisherman engaged

in drilling holes in flat slate boulders, to use as plummets for his fishing-

line. He worked his gimlet, or auger, with a drill-bow ; the gimlet itself

was of iron, not pointed, as one would suppose, but with a rough edge,

and like a small chisel or screw-driver. The hole made in the stone

with it was not rough at the bottom, but scooped out, just such as is

found in those stone implements where the bored hole is more or less

deeply indented from the surface, or like the indentations on hammer
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stones, to place the fingers upon during use. I conclude from this that

the savage used a similar gimlet or drill, and that his flint gimlet had the

same form as that of the Oro fisherman—namely, that of a small chisel."

Round the hole of the stone under notice we observe the indentation

mentioned by Nilsson.

That drilling has been effected in recent times, without the use of

metal, is proved by the experience of travellers. Wallace speaks of

cylinders of rock crystal, four to eight inches long, being perforated by

" twirling a flexible leaf-shoot of wild plantain between the hands against

the stone, and thus, with sand and water, boring through the stone."

This is said to take years to effect. Thompson, in his " New Zealand,"

describes a kind of cord-drill used by the inhabitants of that country in

boring holes through hard greenstone, &c., in which the spindle itself is

weighted. It is a sharp wooden stick, ten inches long, to the centre of

which two stones are attached, so as to exert pressure and act as a

fly-wheel. The requisite rotary motion is given to the stick by two

strings, pulled alternately. Another process of drilHng, as practised by

the Esquimaux, is described by Sir E. Belcher. The drill is pointed by a

piece of jade and a thong passed twice round it, the upper end is steadied

by a mouth-piece of wood, having a piece of the same stone embedded,

with countersunk cavity. " This held firmly the teeth directs the tool.

Any workman would be astonished at the performance of this tool on

ivory ; but having once tried it myself, I found the jar or vibration on

the jaws, head, and brain quite enough to prevent my repeating it."

Supposing, however, that this stone was bored with the iron-tipped drill,

as described by Nilsson, then the opinion of Sir John Lubbock that such

stones do not belong to the Stone Age is borne out, and we must ascribe

it to a later period. It certainly strikes me as being singular that if iron

was well known, and in general use for drilling purposes, it was not

applied to the purposes for which the drilled stone was required.

Mr. Charles Ran, of New York, a recognised authority on the subject

of drilling stone without metal, made a successful attempt to drill a piece

of diorite one inch and three-eighths thick, using a stick and a quantity

of sand and water. He complains greatly of the tediousness of the

drilUng process ; he never could endure to work at it for more than two

hours in succession. Ultimately it took him two years before he pierced
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the stone. He found by measurement that two hours' constant drilling

added not more than the thickness of an ordinary lead-pencil line to the

depth of the hole. The shortening of the drilling stick was considerable
;

it was necessary to replace it several times. The deeper the drill

penetrated the more difficult the work became, which induced Mr. Ran,

after having drilled through half the thickness of the stone, to begin

another bore from the opposite side. In due time the two holes met in

the middle.*

No. 26.—This curious and interesting stone was found in the field called

" Orgates." It is drawn in the illustration its exact size ; it is

two inches in thickness, and irregular from fractures on two of

its sides, the other side and the top and bottom being smooth.

It appears to be a quarter of the whole pebble, and none of

the edges are ground or sharpened. It is a grit, or angular

grains of quartz cemented together by silica, pebbles of a

similar kind being found in the beds of the neighbourhood.

The hole in the centre of the stone is about an inch deep,

seven-eighths of an inch in diameter at the top, and narrowing

nearly to a point at the bottom. Considerable doubt exists in

my mind as to its use. It may have been used in connection

with the process of boring other stones, and if we suppose that

two men were engaged in the operation, and that the stone

intended to be pierced was at the bottom of the drill used, and

that in order to keep the drill steady and upright this stone

(No. 26) was held in the hand, and the opposite end of the

drill placed in the cavity, one man producing the friction and

the other holding the drill steady and supplying sand and

water, we find a possible means of accounting for the

appearance of this stone.

27. This small round stone is one inch and five-eighths in diameter,

three-eighths of an inch thick, and pierced in the centre. The

use to which it was applied is very doubtful. In appearance

it is not unlike the spindle whorl found in the ancient lake

dwellings, but apparently smaller and much more regular in

* See Stevens' "Flint Chips."

I
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shape. The hole is more perfect, and there is no counter-

sinking, as in the case of No. 25. It is probably of later date

than any of the others and may not belong to the Stone Age.

It is to be regretted that the remains found at Tutnall do not present

us with a greater variety, but sufficient have been found to indicate to us

that man must have been acquainted with this part of the country at a

very remote period ; how remote it is impossible, with our limited know-

ledge and these few remains, to say, neither history or tradition imparting

any information to us, or throwing any light on the subject. The

manufacture and use of these strange tools and weapons seem to bring

forcibly to our minds the adage that " necessity is the mother of

invention." But as Dr. Wilson observes, " Man was created with a tool-

using instinct, and with faculties capable of developing it into all the

mechanical triumphs which command such wonder and admiration at

the present day, but he was also created with a necessity for such. Half

the industrial arts are the result of our being born without clothes ; the

other half of our being born without tools."
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